LIVE ONSITE & WEBCAST AUCTION

One of the FINEST AEROSPACE Plants Ever Sold at Auction...

By Order of

Lewis Machine, LLC

22 John Street
East Hartford
Connecticut

Sale under Management of:

Thomas Industries, Inc.
2414 Boston Post Road, Guilford, CT 06437-2310
Phone (203) 458-0709 • Fax (203) 458-0727
email: gavel@thomasauction.com • www.thomasauction.com

Sale Date: THURSDAY, JANUARY 15th, 10:00 AM (ET)
Open House Inspection: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14th, 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF: LATE-MODEL WELL-MAINTAINED CNC EQUIPMENT

- Matsuura MC-1000VGX CNC Vertical Machining Center
  - New 2002
  - New Cost $230K+
  - Spider Cool System

- Matsuura MC-800V CNC Vertical Machining Center
  - All Machines Have Low Hours!!
  - New 2005
  - New Cost $230K+
  - Coolant Thru Spindle

- Matsuura ES-800V CNC Vertical Machining Center
  - New 1997
  - New 2005

- Matsuura MC-800VF CNC Machining Center
  - New 2013

- Matsuura MC-800-VGII CNC Vertical Machining Center
  - New 2000
  - New Cost $200K+
  - Spider Cool System

- Okuma L-1420 CNC Turning Center
  - New 1998

- Fanuc Alpha-T21iF CNC RoboDrill
  - New 2007
  - Spider Cool System

- Fanuc Alpha-T21iE CNC RoboDrill
  - New 2005
  - 4th-Axis Table Available
  - Spider Cool System

- HURCO VM-10i CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER & VIEW OF WINMAX CNC CONTROL
  - New 2005
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF: LATE-MODEL WELL-MAINTAINED CNC EQUIPMENT

Okuma LB-400 "Space Turn" CNC Turning Center

Okuma Crown #762-S CNC Turning Center

Nakamura-Tome SC-250 CNC Turning Center

Edgetek - View of Machine Interior

Edgetek Super Abrasive CNC Grinder

Large Quantity of NEW CBN Wheels

Kearney & Trecker #420TF-17 Horizontal Mill

Nakamura-Tome Slant-1 CNC Turning Center

TSUDAKOMA "4th-Axis" Rotary Table

Haas Brushless Rotary Indexer w/Control

View of CNC Tool Holders

View of KURT Machine Vises

OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 9:00 AM -5:00 PM
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF: LATE-MODEL WELL-MAINTAINED CNC EQUIPMENT

View of CNC Tool Holders

View of URMA (Swiss) Boring Heads

View of CNC Tool Holders

Do-All #V-16-2 Vertical Band Saw

Bridgeport 2 HP CNC Vertical Mill

Bridgeport 2 HP Vertical Mill

Blade Welder-Grinder Attachment

New Accu-Rite CNC Control 2010

Great Condition

1 of 4

1 of 4

Hardinge #HC Hand Chucker

Victor #1640 Engine Lathe

Harrison "AA" Tool Room Lathe

IMPORTANT NOTICE: DUE TO STRICT SPACE RESTRICTIONS & TIME REMOVAL RESTRICTIONS - ALL RIGGING & REMOVAL (OTHER THAN HAND CARRY ITEMS) MUST BE PERFORMED BY PEDOWITZ RIGGING CO. PLEASE CONTACT A.J. OR ANDY CONTI (888) 404-9142 FOR PRICING & SCHEDULING.

LIVE WEBCAST BIDDING AVAILABLE AT WWW.BIDSPOTTER.COM
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF: LATE-MODEL WELL-MAINTAINED CNC EQUIPMENT
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BALL SCREW DRIVEN

ELDORADO 3/4” x 30” Deep Hole Gun Drill

Hyal-Mech H-14 Horizontal Band Saw

FPI Systems Cleaning Tanks

New 2002

Bundling Attachment

Tooling Available
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NEW 2000

Hyd-Mech H-14 Horizontal Band Saw

SUNNEN MB-1660-K Hone

SIP # MP-3K Jig Borer

New 2006

Gallmeyer 8”x 24” Hyd. Surface Grinder

Reid Fayscott Surface Grinder

Burr-King #100 Buffing Jack
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NEW 2007

Incremental Downfeed

Tooling Available

Absolent Mist & Oil Collector

Blue M Oven

Burr-King #100 Buffing Jack
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NEW 2007

Digital Temperature Controls

Joraco Toggle-Aire Press

NEW 2006
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Crest Ultrasonic Cleaning Tank “Genesis”

RAPTOR Work-holding Systems

Kennedy Tool Cabinet/Work Bench

New 2006

Baldor Carbide Grinder

COMPLETE LOT CATALOG AND PHOTOS WWW.THOMASAUCATION.COM
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF: LATE MODEL INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

Mitutoyo "Bright" CMM

Starrett Pink Granite Surface Plate w/Stand

Mitutoyo Super Micrometer

View of Inspection Tools

URMA (Swiss) Toolsetter

Rockwell Hardness Testers

Starrett Weber Master Gage Blocks

Mitutoyo 14" Optical Comparator

Sunnen Bore Gage

Ergotron Keyboard Stand

Mitutoyo QM-600 Height Gage

Vermont Precision VP-15 Optical Comparator

Johnson Thread Gages

View of GAGE Room

TRIMOS & SYLVAC Digital Gages

Meyer Precision Pin Gage Set

LOT CATALOG, PHOTOS & BIDDING - WWW.THOMASAUCTION.COM
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF: LATE-MODEL WELL-MAINTAINED CNC EQUIPMENT

SALE DATE: THURSDAY, JANUARY 15TH, 10:00 AM (ET)
MUCH, MUCH MORE TOOLING AVAILABLE NOT PICTURED IN BROCHURE!!!!

RARE OFFERING OF OVER $200,000 IN NEW TOOLING INCLUDING CARBIDE END MILLS, REAMERS & INSERTS AND COBALT, HSS, END MILLS, REAMERS & TAPS

Large Quantity of Perishable Tooling

View of HUOT Drill & Reamer Cabinets

Lista Tool Cabinet w/Tooling

Lista Tool Cabinet w/Tooling

Carbide Drills & Reamers

1000's of NEW Carbide End Mills

1000's of NEW Carbide Inserts

Eldorado Gun Drills

Storage/Shipping Containers

Clark 5000 lb. LPG Forklift

Kennedy Work Bench

COMPLETE AUCTION INFORMATION - WWW.THOMASAUCTION.COM
Auction Information

LIVE ONSITE & WEBCAST AUCTION
One of the FINEST AEROSPACE Plants Ever Sold at Auction...

CNC MACHINING CENTERS • CNC GRINDERS
CNC TURNING CENTERS • MACHINE TOOLS
INSPECTION EQUIPMENT • PLANT SUPPORT

By Order of
Lewis Machine, LLC
22 John Street, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108

SALE DATE:
Thursday, January 15th, 10:00 AM (ET)

OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION:
Wednesday, January 14th, 9:00 AM-5:00 PM

Buyer’s Premium:
15% Onsite & 18% Webcast

Live Webcast Bidding Available

Proxy Bids
If you are unable to participate in this sale Proxy Bids are accepted. Proxy bids may be submitted online directly from the lot catalog or call (203) 458-0709 for a proxy bid form.

Disclaimer: Auctioneer is not responsible for errors, omissions, additions or deletions. Items offered may not necessarily be sold as described and/or photographed. Buyers should verify all aspects of their potential purchases during inspection as all items offered will be sold “as is, where is” with all faults. Please check with the auctioneer’s office for additions or deletions.

REMOVAL: ALL items MUST be removed by January 30th, 2015. NO EXCEPTIONS.
All items are Sold "As-Is & Where Is" with "No Warranty or Guarantee". The Auctioneer Strongly recommends you inspect prior to bidding On site or Online.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Tom DeCosmo (413) 478-0030

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Irina Lekhmus (203) 458-0709 X108

ONSITE INFORMATION
Jon Standish (203) 915-3430

NOTICE: Som e Machine Accessories & Fixtures in Photos may be SOLD separately. Please Inspect or View Final Lot Catalog for confirmation.

Onsite Registration
Onsite registration is on the morning of the sale. In order to obtain a bid paddle a $100.00 refundable fee is due at time of registration.

THOMAS INDUSTRIES APPRAISAL DIVISION
Accurate appraisals supported by over 56 years of conducting worldwide auctions and liquidations.

Call (203) 458-0709 for a confidential appraisal of your assets. One piece of equipment or an entire plant.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: DUE TO STRICT SPACE RESTRICTIONS & TIME REMOVAL RESTRICTIONS - ALL RIGGING & REMOVAL (OTHER THAN HAND CARRY ITEMS) MUST BE PERFORMED BY PEDOWITZ RIGGING CO. PLEASE CONTACT A.J. OR ANDY CONTI (888) 404-9142 FOR PRICING & SCHEDULING.

connecticut innovations
Equipment Financing for Connecticut Companies.

For more information contact:
Linda Weleba
linda.weleba@ctinnovations.com
860.258.7858
www.ctinnovations.com

SALE UNDER MANAGEMENT OF

THOMAS INDUSTRIES
2414 Boston Post Road
Guilford, CT 06437-2310

(203) 458-0709 Phone
(203) 458-0727 Fax
www.thomasauction.com
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